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Need a lift?

Project may end problem
By Nick Gillis
The San Jose Police Department, in affiliation with SJSU and
"other accredited schools," intends
to install a training program in
hopes of ending the department’s
staffing problems.
The project, called the Police
Corps, will give students financial
aid during school in return for a
minimum of three years police service upon graduation.
Currently with 917 officers, the
SJPD is nearly 50 percent understaffed. Because of recruitment
problems and general lack of interest, San Jose has the lowest officer
to population ratio in the state.
The Police Corps program
would have 40 new cops on the street
by next year, and another 120
shortly thereafter, said Tom Frazier, commander of research and
development.
Although it’s still in the concept
stage, members of the SJPD remain
optimistic.
"Hopefully, we’ll get it started
by September," Frazier said. "But,

we’ll have to get crackin’ with city
approval, testing, and advertising."
Funding for the program will
come from the city, and with the decreased costs of recruiting and
training, it should be cost effective
by the fourth year. If successful, the
idea could save up to $16 million by
the tenth year, Frazier said.
The Police Corps will try to concentrate on incoming freshmen, but
will also pursue qualified sophomores and juniors, in hopes of getting recruits on the street faster.
The Police Corps concept originated in New York, but never
evolved there.
The program will give students
approximately $7,000 per semester
year for tuition, books, room and
board. Students hoping to join the
police department must sign a contract with the city, promising to pay
back the money, Frazier said. Recruits who are under 18 must have
their parents sign with them.
Students will immediately go to
work as peace officers upon corn continued on page 5

New grading policy
may be troublesome
By Karen Salom
Implementation 01 plus/minus
grading in the fall 1984 semester
could cause problems that the university did not anticipate, according
to several members of the SJSU faculty.
The new grading policy, which
was approved last May, will compute a plus and a minus into the
point value of a letter grade.
The new grading system will
make it difficult on the departments
who figure grades manually and on
students filing graduation forms.
faculty.
James Lima, associate dean of
the Electrical Engineering Department, said the School of Engineering will run into personnel trouble when students file major forms.
The School of Engineering manually checks student grades. When
the plus/minus grading policy goes
into effect, clerks will be required to
calculate a student’s total semesters’ grade point average through
two different grading policies, Lima
said.

According to Lima, the clerks
are already overworked and understaffed, and having to research
grades using both policies will create additional problems.
Associate Director of Records,
Kathy Amirdash, said most of the
university’s grading calculations
are processed by the Office of Records, but some departments, compute student grades manually because
of
unique
graduation
standards.
Lima said "From a grading
standpoint, it’s ( the plus/minus policy) good."
He added that the recording ot
grades will not be a problem, but
calculating a potential graduate’s
grade point average will be, because
of the time involved in having to look
up grades under two separate policies.
Barbara Lopossa, associate professor of elementary education, said
there will also be problems as far as
students filing graduation forms are
concerned.
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New shuttle bus to aid disabled students
By Melissa Calvo
On March 1, a little orange bus
will be joining all the other carts
that scurry throughout the campus.
The electric shuttle bus, which
can carry up to six people at a time,
will transport disabled students to
and from the 10th Street garage and
eight other designated areas on
campus, according to Disabled
Services
Coordinator
Martin
Schuller.
Schuller, who is disabled himself, said the shuttle would solve a
problem that disabled students have
had with the long distance from the
10th Street garage to the school.
"We have 29 (disabled parking)
spaces on the ground floor of the
10th Street garage," said Schutter.

"We’d like to make them usable."
He explained that many disabled students use the congested
Seventh Street garage because it’s
closer to campus than the one on
10th Street.
"We’d like to see the most severely disabled students using the
shuttle, but even those with some
mobility problems have a good deal
of trouble when it rains." he said.
"We want to target the people with
garage parking permits."
Those people who buy the $22.50
a month parking permit will be issued a shuttle pass, he said. When a
student is returned to the garage,
the driver of the shuttle will hand
him or her two tokens for exiting.
Schuller said that the idea of a

Garage personnel prepared despite Mother Nature
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shuttle service first came up after
discussions by the Mainstreaming
Advisory committee, made up of
students, faculty and staff. Schutter
is also a member.
He said that funding for the
shuttle comes through a joint effort
by theTraffic and Parking Operations Office and Disabled Services.
"It’s literally a free service ( for
students)," Shutter said. "The bus
was purchased by my predecessor
for about $8.000) three or four years
ago."
Keith Opalewski, office of traffic and parking operations staff analyst, said his department will provide the student drivers for the
shuttle.
"We’re looking for responsible

students with excellent driving records," he said. "We have one
(driver) hired and one or two applicants. We’d like to have four or five
drivers, one week before Mar. 1."
Opalewski said the drivers will
go through a two-week training period and are required to take a defensive driver training course.
"We’ll be thoroughly monitoring it the shuttle service),’ he said.
Schutter said that although the
shuttle can take up to six people, it
can probably carry only one person
with a wheel chair.
lie also said that the shuttle
stops will be located near blue light
phones. If students need to be picked
up, they would call the police switchboard and the dispatcher would
continued on back page

continued on back page

Parking access decals distributed
By Patty Kamysz
The flow of vehicles to the
Seventh Street garage has been
relatively steady this week despite the distribution of parking
access stickers, said Ed Nemetz,
SJSU parking manager.
Parking attendants began
distributing the stickers on Monday to those students who showed
their ID cards or class schedules.
The stickers were designed to
prevent non -university related
people from using the garage.
Nemetz said he expected the
flow of traffic to be only moderately slowed. Signs were posted
on the adjacent streets warning
the students to have their ID’s
ready, so that there would not be
a holdup at the garage. He said
there was a slight problem on
Monday, however, that they
rain. Behadn’t anticipated
cause of the slight drizzle the
windshields were wet. (The de-

Clay Holden
abled students throughout campus. The shuttle can only
be used by those %% ho possess disabled parking permits.

cats are placed on the outside of
the windshield in the lower left
corner.) The attendants armed
themselves with towels and took
care of the problem, he said.
Nemetz said the stickers
may not provide a foolproof system, but it will prevent people
who work downtown from using
the garage over a long-term
basis.
At this time stickers are only
being placed on cars using the
Seventh Street garage.
Beginning Feb. 14 any vehicle entering the garage between 6
a.m and noon must have a
sticker. Those without the stickers would not be permitted to
park in the garage. Nemetz said,
however, that visitors would still
be allowed.
"The attendent would have
to document on a clipboard every
(visiting( vehicle that they

talked to," he said "If someone
says they’re a visitor, we’ll let
them enter. That’s no problem. If
they come back the next day and
say ’I’m a visitor’ again, we’ll
probably let them enter the second day.’’
If the "visitor" attempts this
for the third time Nemetz said
they would ask them to provide
some type of evidence to prove
they are indeed visitors.
He said he is mostly concerned with people who are trying to avoid paying the market
price downtown.
"They would be the only ones
who would have an incentive.. to
hassle through our long lines to
park here," he said.
SJSU students pay 50 cents a
day to park in the garages while
others who park in city-owned
parking lots pay 50 cents a halfhour.

Nemetz admits the possibility of the stickers being stolen but
he does not think it will be a big
problem. The stickers "are not
that removable," he said.
Another possibility is that
former students could obtain the
extra fee stickers that were
mailed accidentally to some students, and use it with their old ID
cards to get a sticker Nemetz,
however, said the chances of a
former student working in the
downtown area and wanting to
use the SJSU garages are not
that great.
"But it’s a realistic problem," he said.
Stickers will be distributed
until Friday, after which students can pick one up at the Seventh Street parking garage office. Nemetz said that proof of
registration and the vehicle itself
must be shown to get 41 slicker

CSSA proposes oil tax
to aid higher education
By Tim Goodman
In an effort to aid higher education, the California State Student Association has come up with plans to
create an assembly bill that would
place an oil severance tax on companies drilling in California.
Curtis Richards, legislative director of the CSSA, said the group is
still writing the bill and searching
for a member of the assembly to introduce it.
Richards said the CSSA has
until Feb. 17 to introduce the bill.
"Higher education has been cut
so much and students have been
paying the brunt of that with higher
fees," Richards said. "We’re going
to show the people in Sacramento
that students are not just crying
(about higher fees), but can actually
do something."
Basically, the bill would set a
base tax on all oil extracted from
California wells. The percentage
would be attached on a per barrel
basis, and according to Richards,
could generate millions of dollars.
Richards sees this money going to
the funding of higher education.
The general idea of the bill is
similar to one introduced by Assem-

blyman Tom Bates, which failed
last year.
Richards acknowledged that the
group is in for a tough battle with oil
companies that do business in California. Of all the leading oil exporting states, California has the lowest
total taxes on oil.
"We’re nothing compared to the
10 oil company lobbyists up here
(Sacramento)," Richards said.
Nevertheless, Richards said the
CSSA plans on building a "broad
base of support," possibly including
such groups as the League of
Women Voters and the National Organization for Women. Labor
groups, and tax reform organizations will also be sought by the
CSSA
"It’s going to take a lot of pressure; a lot of twisting of arms,"
Richards said.
One idea which might sway the
oil companies to see the tax in abetter light, is the fact that the money
going to higher education will create
a pool of more intelligent future employees, he said.
Krista Coutts, SJSU representative to the CSSA. said the bill probe continued on page 5
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Pray no more
I’ve been reading quite a bit about President Reagan’s soapbox campaign to bring prayer back into
school. It seems to me he’s gone beyond campaigning
and is dangerously close to overstepping the boundaries
of the First Amendment.
The First Amendments free speech and free exercise of religion clauses protect the intellectual freedom
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o speak and to believe. If Reagan is successful in incorporating prayer into school, it will be at the expense of
he First Amendment.
He will have to get congress to write a new clause
ratifying the amendment or be successful in getting the
judicial branch to uphold cases that are for school
prayer.
The First Amendment is unique to our nation. It is
what seperates us from communistic, dictatorship nations. In these countries, citizens do not have the right to
speak out against the government and for beliefs which
may differ with that governments philosophy.
As a citizen of the United States, Reagan has the
right to speak his views. As president, he has a responsibility to uphold individual rights even if he doesn’t believe in them. It is hoped when a person takes our highest office, he not only upholds our constitutional rights,
but more importantly, he believes in those rights.
Court decisions on prayer in school have been consistent. The main purpose of reciting prayers and having bible study class in school is religious. Therefore, it
should not be done. There is always going to be a subtle
coercion for students to participate, even if they’re excused from class.
We, as citizens of the U.S. are guaranteed the right
to choose to participate in various institutions, but more
importantly, we have the right not to participate.
A public school is not the place to institutionalize a
personal belief. Schools should be kept open to free
thought and free expression. They should not be forced
to make students pursue religious beliefs.
There are many other places where a student could
pursue religious beliefs if he or she chooses to do so. The
free flow of ideas is what opens the doors to discovery.
Let us keep the right to pursue what we choose to discover. Let there continue to be places of worship and
practice for those who choose religion.
Let us also keep those who do not wish to participate
in religious practices free to do so. Let them continue to
be free from ridicule, persecution and free from a way
of life they do not believe in.
We must continue to respect the rights of peoples’
beliefs we do not necessarily hold true and we must continue to be a free-standing nation.
It is true there is a strong movement towards religion in this country. It is also true if this nation did not
have laws protecting free choice and free speech, this
movement would not have been possible. Reagan would
do well to remember free thinking has to be continued
with future generations. If our children are not free to
choose and not kept away from biases and predjudices,
there will never continue to be a country like ours,
where a person has the right just to be.

Forum Editor
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Looking young doesn’t live up to it’s reputation
Buy me a drink, I’m 21’
"On, no way," "prove it," "let me see your driver’s
license," "are you really’!"
These are the usual reactions I get when I tell people
my age.
Whoever said "looks are deceiving" wasn’t kidding.
Am I to blame for looking like I just passed my first

Karen Salom
Staff Writer

driver’s license test? I guess being under 5-feet tall
doesn’t really help my case.
My brother was right in predicting I’d need the "21and-rarin’-for-fun" jersey he gave me for my birthday.
He knew I couldn’t walk into a liquor store, bar, etc.
without being carded.
I have to admit it is kind of cute when lam mistaken
as my kid brother’s younger sister. It is also pretty
amusing when I answer the door and the door-to-door
salesman asks to speak to an adult.
However, when lam not admitted into a movie without the guidance of my parents, the humor starts to run
a little dry I stopped smiling and started snarling when

by Dean Ka hl

the Denny’s restaurant waitress insisted I order from
the kiddie menu for dinner.
But not looking 21 wasn’t going to stop my "rarinfor-fun." I was determined to share the good times of
downing ’brewskies’ with my friends in the Spartan pub.
So after classes one day, I headed straight for the
celebrated college pub.
All of a sudden I started feeling a little queasy. It
was the kind of queasy that I always remembered feeling when I walked by the pub’s window.
I didn’t know why I felt that way. After all, I was
just another college senior, with my backpack strung
over my shoulder and my styrofoam cup of coffee in my
hand. I still yawned every 15 seconds, and kept a pace
that would insure my being late for class.
Things should have been different. I had been 21 for
five months!
I always figured the pub must be a hangout for all
the campus elite. It seemed to me this powerful clique
gathered regularly to gawk at the "under 21" pedestrians scurrying off to vending machines to get their club
sodas, diet soft drinks and other non-alcoholic beverages.
My queasy feeling came back again when I saw a
big, red -bearded man in a blue striped shirt point at me
through the window. I didn’t feel much like "rarin-forf un" anymore.
My feelings were confirmed mien a glimpse out of
the corner of my eye caught the man sticking his tongue
out and pressing his hairy face up to the glass.
He wasn’t the only one having a good time.

In the far corner of the pub, I could see these "older
looking people sipping away on glasses of wine coolers
I saw a woman wearing hot pink triangle earrings and a
flourescent jumpsuit tip her drink over. It landed on
some more "older looking" people sitting at the middle
table.
I had just about changed my mind at going into the
pub when I realized the "older looking," now wet people
were my friends.
Beginning to get my enthusiasm back, I started for
the pub’s entrance. Barn! The bouncer gunned his fingers at me at the door, while five other students went in
behind me.
"Need to see your ID." the bouncer said.
He looked really convincing with his eye-glassed.
freckled-face and feather visor set atop his thick eyebrows.
Somehow, it just wasn’t convincing enough. The pub
seemed to lose it’s territorial, enticing quality. In other
words, I fell into the "It-isn’1-fun-once-you-turn-21,"
slump.
Maybe it was because I no longer felt like I was on
the "outside."
Before the bouncer got a chance to look at my ID., I
snatched it from his hands and walked out. For some
reason, being able to legally go into the pub just wasn’t
that exciting anymore.
But there is one reaction I forgot to mention. Not
looking 21 can’t be all that bad. Remember, when I’m
49. I’ll look like I’m 35.

IA hack away
From the time I was seven, I wanted to follow
in the footsteps of the Marlboro Man. My classmates and buddies were admiring Johnny Bench or
Neil Armstrong, but I’d see the Marlboro Man on
TV riding his trusty steed around the prairie and
hanging out solo around the campfire.
What a stud, I thought.
Well, the cigaretteadvertisementsdisappeared
from TV when I was eight, but my admiration for
the man never dwindled. The rugged face is still
splashed across the back cover of magazines and
newspaper ads, so I figured the folks at Marlboro
like that look.
About three months ago I started grooming myself for the role. I started smoking Marlboro’s. It
was fixed in my mind I was going to be the next
Marlboro Man.
People think I smoke because I’m nervous or
need some sort of fixation while making deadline.
Not so. I’m working hard toward the day the Man
moves on (or kicks off) and the Marlboro people
need anew face. I’ll be ready.
But I’m really a rookie at this smoking thing. I
need to gain confidence if I’m going to be crowned
the next Marlboro Man. I’ve already encountered
barriers that he never dreamed of.
The Marlboro Man never worried about lighting his smoke while riding the range. I do when I’m
driving around the Bay Area. When I’m keeping my
eyes on the road, I have to blindly reach for the car
cigarette lighter. Too often, I’ve miscalculated my
reach and tried lighting my smoke with the car
radio knob. That’s a rwhie misteke, but with practice, I hope to correct it.
The Marlboro Man never worried about how to
light his smoke. One swift stroke with a wooden
match on his saddle horn surely did the trick. I have
some questions about the Marlboro Man, though.
Where in the world did he buy his smokes? Did he
bum them off tourists? Did he hop on his horse and
pull into the rugged West’s 7-Eleven for Marlboro’s
and a Big Gulp? Did he buy them in the soft -pack,
box or carton?
And where does the Marlboro Man flick his
ashes? On the prairie? In his stale coffee grounds?
Does he carry an ash tray?
If I’m going to be the next Marlboro Man, I
need to brush up on the old guy’s habits. How does
he hold his smoke? I’d guess he’s a traditionalist
and places it between his index and middle finger
like a lot of smokers.
I can also prep myself for the role by learning
how he exhales his smoke. Does he do it out his nostrils or out the mouth in a narrow billow? Can he
blow smoke rings? I’m certain he doesn’t blow it
out his ear.
There’s other niceties to consider in preparing
myself for the Marlboro Man role. I might have to
improve my smoker’s hack. The Marlboro Man
probably works on it during the day so he doesn’t
keep his horse awake with incessant coughing
through the night.
And a Marlboro Man doesn’t cure a nicotine fit
by smoking rival brands like Winstons or Camels.
He always carries a full supply of Marlboros, Marlboro Lights or Marlboro Light 100’s in his saddle
bag only he’s stocked with plenty of wooden
matches. I should stray away from newfangled
Cricket and Bic lighters if I expect to land the part.
I hope I can make the grade as the Marlboro
Man. Once I get to the top. I won’t forget my friends
who helped me get there. It’s going to take a little
smoke blown in some faces on the road to becoming
a celebrity, but there’s a reason for my somewhat
offensive habit.
It’s a smokescreen for stardom.
Dean Kahl is the Daily’s Feature editor and cal
umnist. His column appears every Tuesday and
Thu rsda

The forum page is your page. The Daily encourages readers’ comments on any topic.
The viewpoints expressed in opinion articles
are those of the author. Editorials appearing
on this page are the opinion of the Spartan
Daily.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Education standards higher
because of revenue sharing
This is in response to Bill Shivell’s letter to the editor on Feb 8 He claimed that taxpayers have no reasons
to pay for everybody’s college education and, moreover,
everybody’s welfare but their own.
I wonder if Mr. Shivell realizes that everybody’s education is not the only thing that he, I, and many other
taxpayers, pay. Based on our revenue sharing law,
every year a lot of taxpayers’ money is divided, for example, into many other pockets within the state and
around the country. So, for example, part of that money
would go to poor states like Mississippi or on a smaller
scale, to cities like Oakland or Alviso, or benefitting
schools in Oakland.
This would mean that we Californians pay to help
people in Mississippi, and Santa Clara residents pay to
help build houses in Alviso or benefit schools in Oakland.
Why then do the Callifornians, or for that matter,
the Santa Clara residents pay to benefit people somewhere else but themselves? A lot of that has to do with
the benefit of the society as a whole and therefore,
human survival.
People do not live in a vacuum, nor live alone. Why
does Mr Shivell think that this country becomes strong
and powerful as it is’ Why do the Americans have a
higher standard of education and living than other people in other countries’
Furthermore. Why is California in better economic
condition than others? Why do Californians, on the average, earn a higher income than others? Why do we have

inexpensive and highly qualified education in many of
our universities and colleges?
Perhaps all these have to do with the fact that our
people are more advanced and developed than others.
As people get higher education and better jobs, higher
incomes are possible. This in turn, results in higher tax
revenues and therefore, more money to improve and
prolong all of the above possibilities.
As Mr. Shivell must have noticed by now, this system of governing works and benefits everybody.

broke off arms control talks. Were you equally as appalled at Soviet aggression in Hungary 11956), Czechoslovakia (1968) and Afghanistan (1979 to present), to
name only a few.

If anything is to be blamed, it should be the management of the money programs of this system. (For example, the welfare program alone, with its poor management and many loopholes for the misuse of funds, costs
the taxpayers more than it should.) Nevertheless, perhaps this sharing system of our society is not to Mr. Shivell’s preference.
Perhaps he would like to go back to the "good old
days" when only the few aristrocrats can afford the privelege of getting education, employment, and many
other necessities in life.
Susan T. Nguyen
Math/Computer Science
senior

Two Do you seriously believe that pumping more
money into education is going to stimulate learning?
Has it ever occurred to you that teaching methods could
be at fault? Oh, by the way, under the current philoso-

Reagan can distinguish right
from wrong, reader says
A word to Netha Thacker
concerning your editorial on Ronald Reagan ( Feb. 21, I have time for three
points.
One you say you were appalled when the Soviets

How about the 150-200 million people who have been
"liquidated" by the Soviets since its inception? You
want to have arms control talks with a government
whose idea of peace is not absence of war, but rather,
absence of resistance.

phies of public education, a prayer is about all these
children have going for them.
Three
I was also astounded to read that you believe President Reagan created the budget deficit
( ranging in the many billions) all by himself in three
short years. Amazing! I pray you are not an economics
major.
This paticular American is looking to the 80s with
courage, confidence and hope, because finally we have a
president who sees to some extent, a distinction between
right and wrong.
Cynthia Shinpaugh
English /French
graduate
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Advertising’s battle of the sexes
By Anne Hellquist
Advertisers try to appeal to men with
words conveying notions of strength, competition, exclusivity and creativity in order to
sell them their products.
Women, on the other hand, seem more
likely to respond to advertisers’ hints of
beauty, mystery and fantasy.
These are some of the conclusions that
SJSU linguistics graduate student and tutor
Karen Grainger has arrived at in her term
paper,"Sexism and Language in Advertising".
Grainger’s study concludes that advertisers exploit and manipulate as well as conventionalize our expectations of men and women
in order to sell us their products.
Grainger, who is originally from northern England, is hoping to interest a magazine
in publishing the results of her study. She conducted the study last fall for a term paper she
had to write for a sociolinguistics class,
which covered women’s language and sexism
in language.
She said she decided a good idea for her
term paper would be to research the differences between the language directed towards
men and women in magazine advertisements.
"I’ve always been interested in womens’
issues, so I thought it would be fun,"
Grainger said.
She began her project by sifting through
ads for cars, cigarettes, clothes, perfumes,
and toiletries that she found in the November
and December 1983 issues of three men’s and
three women’s magazines.
Grainger ended up choosing 150 ads from
the November and December 1983 issues of

Cosmopolitan, New Woman, Madamoiselle,
Esquire, Gentlemen’s Quarterly, and Sport
magazines. About half of these were directed
toward males and the other half directed toward females.
"It was difficult to tell whether some of
the cigarette and car ads were geared toward
a male or female audience, so if there was
any doubt I discarded the ad," she said.
Then, Grainger created 24 different categories from the words found in the ads which
seemed to be trying to convey a concept, such
as competition, power, secrecy, perfection,
fun, wealth, feelings, or beauty.
For instance, under the category "exclusivity," she added up how many times words
like "select," "singularity," "exclusive,"
"distinction," "discriminating," "out -of-theordinary" and "of f-the-beaten-t rack"occurred.
When all the information was tabulated,
she was able to draw several conclusions
about the differences in the words advertisers use to appeal to their male and female audiences.
"What surprised me the most was that
for women, the idea of fantasy was used a
lot," Grainger said.
She wasn’t sure about the reason for this.
"Maybe it’s because women aren’t expected to be as locked into reality as men are,
or maybe they are less satisfied with life, so
that they tend to fantasize more." she said.
The idea of competition, on the other
hand, was found more often in men’s ads.
Car advertisements were interesting
also, Grainger said, because "for a man, they
tended to go on about more technical things
like rear-suspension and acceleration

rates ,

However the car’s mileage, price, appearance and the idea of how "fun" the car
would be to drive, were concepts used in ads
directed towards women.
Grainger attributed this mention of price
to advertisers’ awareness that on the average, "women don’t have as much money as
men." Also, women may lack the technical
knowledge to appreciate the data in men’s
ads.
Men may not necessarily be able to understand the technical information. Grainger
said, but "they would be more drawn in by
the fact that it’s being sold on that kind of
track."
Another unexpected discovery revealed
in Grainger’s study was the concept of
"softness," occurring fairly often not only in
ads for women, but also for men.
"I think this reflects some ambiguity in
the role of men these days. They have to be
both sensitive and strong," Grainger said.
Other tendencies that Grainger found
were that men are frequently reminded of
their maleness whereas women are not as
often reminded of their femaleness. Also
women’s ads are more likely to have a personal, informal air about them, while men’s
ads tend to be more distant.
According to Grainger, sexism in advertising is here to stay.
"All that advertising is doing is playing
on men’s and women’s insecurities that already exist in society," Grainger said.
But things could be worse.
"Some cultures even have completely
different dialects, one for men and one for
women," Grainger said.

Karen Graingel

Klugman goes solo
LOS ANGELES AP) After seven years of performing on television, Emmy-winning actor Jack Klug
man is returning to the stage in a one-man show, an experience he says is both exhilarating and frightening.
Klugman portrays former president Lyndon Johnson
in "Lyndon," a play by James Prideaux based on a book
by Merle Miller.
The lack of other actors to provide energy, cues and
interaction is the biggest challenge, said the star of television’s "Quincy" and "The Odd Couple."
"You really have to pull yourself up by your bootstraps, but I’m starting to have fun with it," said Klugman,
)hen added candidly. "I’m scared, boy, I’m scared. Washington D.C., to open."
"Lyndon," directed by George Shaefer, runs through
Feb. 12 at Washington’s Eisenhower Theater before moving on to the Shubert Theater in Philadelphia. Feb. 14-26,
and the Wilbur in Boston, Feb. 28-March 11.
"I said I’m not looking for a hit. If I want a hit, I can
go to television," said Klugman. "I want to stretch some
muscles."
The actor, who turns 62 in April, has performed on
Broadway in plays including "Golden Boy" and "Gypsy,"
but has been absent from live theater for seven years,
since appearing in "All My Sons" in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla
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Olson goes 10 innings, beats Davis, 2-1

Thursday, February 9, 1984/Spartan Daily

Pat Conrad
SJSU’s Steve Olson went the distance Tuesday to earn the Spartans’ first win of the season.
The junior scattered six singles and three walks over 10 innings as SJSU won, 2-1.
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By Joe Roderick
Steve Olson didn’t like the idea of
coming in when the heat’s on as a relief pitcher. "I want to work myself in
and out of trouble," he said.
Olson may have worked himself
into the Spartans’ starting rotation,
limiting UC-Davis to just six hits in 10
innings Tuesday in SJSU’s 2-1 win at
Municipal Stadium.
Both teams had squandered
bases-loaded, one-out opportunities
in the ninth inning. Suddenly, the
game had the looks of one that might
go on forever.
But the Spartans 11-31 ended it in
the 10th when Mark Webb scored on a
potential double play that went awry.
The player who initiated the possible DP was shortstop Rich Waltz,
who coincidentally was Olson’s teammate last year at Los Medanos College in Pittsburg. Olson helped lead
Los Medanos to the state finals of the
Division II championships, compiling
a 1.87 ERA in 1983.
Olson had rarely been used as a
reliever at Los Medanos. But after
poor performances during winter
ball at SJSU, he was thrown into the
bullpen.
"I gave up four runs in three innings against West Valley (College)
the first time I pitched," he said.
"They (SJSU coaches) were wondering whether they wasted a scholarship on me."
Olson pitched a little more than
two innings during the Spartans’ first

No relief in sight for SJSU;
Spartans face Irvine, Las Vegas
By Monte Poole
You haven’t won on the
road in five weeks. Your
defense is alive and well,
but your offense suffers
from an assortment of diseases. How do you recover?

Basketball
For the Spartans, the
answer to that question,
unfortunately, is to go on
another road trip. That’s
right, pull up a bench and
challenge the monsters of
the PCAA second -place
VC-Irvine and first -place
University of Nevada -Las
Vegas on their respective home courts.
SJSU battles UC-Irvine tonight and takes on
UNLV Sunday afternoon.
Although the Spartans
have wobbled to victory in
Iwo of their last three
games, including two in a
row at San Jose Civic Auditorium, they continue to
search for the right stuff
or more accurately, the
right pass.
"We’re still making
the same mistakes," said
the Spartans’ coach Bill
Berry after their most recent game, a 59-56 thriller
over UC-Santa Barbara.
"If I told you our offense
seems to be slipping backward, then it would be my
fault. But that’s the case,
so I have to take some of
the blame."
Berry, constantly juggling the starting lineup
and substituting liberally,
seeks the combination that
Will continue to play sound
defense. But just as important, he wants the Spartans
to treat the basketball like
a greedy man treats
money selfishly .
"I don’t understand all
the
errors,"
unforced
Berry said. "Too many
times we’re throwing the
ball to someone who is not
there. We have people
throwing inbounds passes
who should never do that.
We’re not taking care of
the ball and it has made us
our own worst enemy."
SJSU could become its
own best friend against
IT-Irvine and it would still
assistance
from
need
higher ground to pull an
upset against the Anteaters. The Spartans can spoil
themselves rotten against
l’NLV and still be proud to
come close to a win.
UC-Irvine has fashioned an 8-3 PCAA record
’12-8 overall), including
two
100-point
games.
roach Bill Mulligan, who
believes in run -and-gun offensive play, enters to(lay’s game against SJSU
with a 68-37 record midway
through his fourth year

Baseball
three games, allowing no runs.
"Against Cal in the first game
(Friday 1, I wasn’t use to the mound
here," Olson said. "I had some butterflies too... I just didn’t like it,
pitching an inning one time, twothirds of inning another time. I just
had to establish myself as a starter."
It’s no wonder he had reservations about being a reliever. Olson, a
sidearmer, doesn’t have the heater
that today’s relievers possess. Primariliy a sinker ball pitcher, he
needs a couple of innings to work the
kinks out.
Olson was in trouble in the first
three innings, allowing four hits. He
got out of the first two jams, but
didn’t weasel out of the third.
In the third, Jim Grant singled to
left and went to second on a balk.
With one out, Olson threw past second baseman Lou Holt on a pickoff
play. The ball skipped into center
field, right through the legs of Scott
Rettig. By then, Grant was in easily
for a 1-0 Aggie lead.
"That was my fault," Olson said.
"I missed the sign for a pickoff play
the pitch before. They gave it again
the next pitch. I saw he (Grant) was
going to beat the throw back so I tried
to hold up, but the ball tailed and hit
the dirt."
The Spartans tied it in the sixth
when Mark Saucedo scored on Ret-

Spartans travel north;
face hot conference foes
By Frank Lopez
The SJSU women’s
basketball team, following
an eight-day layoff, will
travel north to face Oregon then bounced back to crush
State, tonight, and the Uni- San Francisco State and
versity of Oregon, Satur- the University of Santa
day night, in two NorPac Clara.The Ducks defeated
contests.
SJSU earlier this season,
75-65, in the Straw Hat
The Spartans, coming Classic held at Cal Poly
off a 95-68 pounding at the San Luis Obispo in Novemhands of the UC-Berkeley, ber. The Spartans will be
will be facing two teams seeking their first win in
that have combined to win five tries against the
their last five games.
Ducks..
Oregon coach Elwin
The Spartans will be Heiny’s main concern is
lead, as always, by junior "stopping (SJSU’s) fast
center Rhoda Chew, who break and stopping Chew."
tops the team in both points
Heiny admitted that he
scored 114.9 a game) and doesn’t quite know how the
rebounds 112.51, a figure Ducks are going to handle
that ranks her 13th in the
nation.

Basketball

Senior guard Shelia
Brown has contributed 12.1
points a game and junior
forward Sharon Turner
11.3. Sophomore guard
Dana Foster leads the
team in assists with 4.3 a
game and in steals with 28
Thomas Barth
SJSU guard Ward Farris hopes to rise above the pack this week during
road games at Irvine (tonight) and Las Vegas (Sunday).
are hurting.

PCAA Standings

Team
Nevada -Las Vegas
Utah State
UC-Irvine
Fresno State
New Mexico State
Fullerton State
San Jose State
Long Beach State
UC -Santa Barbara
Pacific

Overall
20 I

league
1 1

136
128
156

83
83
64
65
5-C
4-7
3-7
1-9
0-10

119
148
812

6 13
6 13
2-20

with the Anteaters.
Forward Ben McDonald, a 6-8 senior who was
voted first -team All-PCAA
last season. leads UC-Irvine in scoring with 16
points per game. Bob
Thornton, UC-Irvine’s 6-9
senior center, ranks second in PCAA rebounding,
averaging nine per game.
Firebrand guard George
Turner also averages double figure scoring, while
playing good defense and
amassing a bundle of
steals.
UNLV is a PCAA mutant. The Runnin’ Rebels
are ranked fourth in the nation with a 20-1 record, 11-0
in PCAA. They average
over 90 points per game
and usually beat their opponents to a pulp (UNLV’s
average victory margin is
21 points). Bullys like
UNLV ought to go play on
another street, like the
NBA’s.
Four Runnin’ Rebels
shoot better than 60 percent. Danny Tarkanian,
UNLV coach Jerry Tarka nian’s son, is one of nation’s best point guards,
averging almost lo assists
per game. Frank "Spoon"
James, Jeff Collins and Ed

Regardless, Cal State.
Fullerton, along with seven
other teams in the PCAA,
willgo to the PCAA tournament next month in Ingle-

Feb. 9-at UC-Irvine
Feb. 12-al UNLV
Feb. 16-New Mexico

Catchings do most of the
scoring.

Feb. 18-Long Beach State

With UNLV running
away and hiding from the
rest of the PCAA, it is left
to the others to fight for the
scraps. Lately, Utah State
has been the scrappiest, in
the past two weeks moving
from fifth place into a tie
with UC-Irvine for second
place.

Mar 1 -Fresno State

Utah State won its
sixth consecutive PCAA
game, blasting Pacific, 8772, Monday night in Utah
During that game, the Ag
gies amassed 19 steals.
four by guard Vince Washington. Washington also
led them in scoring with 25
points. Greg Grant added
16.
On the other side of the
dogfight, Cal State-Fullerton seems to have been
swept by a wave of apathy.
The Titans, who roared out
to a 5-1 PCAA start, have
since meowed their way to
five straight losses. In just
three minutes Monday
night, the Titans took a
three-point deficit against
New Mexico State and
turned it into a 13-point
loss. Putting it mildly, they

Feb. 23-at Utah StiAte
Mar. 4-at Pacific

wood. Although the Spartans are also likely to go,
they would be wise to avoid
being seeded eighth. Their
first opponent would be the
top-seeded team, in all
likelihood UNLV.

tig’s liner to center.
Meanwhile, Olson encountered
no further difficulties until the ninth.
The Aggies loaded the bases on two
walks and a flubbed throw on a possible force out at second.
Olson then struck out Stanley
Seels and Steve Swimley to end the
threat.
"Olson showed an awful lot of
hair on that jam," Spartan head
coach Gene Menges said.
Speaking of hair, Aggie reliever
Billy Parker showed a bit himself in
the ninth, wiggling out of a similiar
crisis. With the bases packed and one
out, Dan Bajtos tapped into an odd 12-3 double play.
"I felt badly for Bajtos," Menges
said. "He was trying so hard to hit a
fly ball. He’s been pressing lately. He
just isn’t making contact."
Contact couldn’t be the word
used for the Spartans’ 10th inning
rally. Webb began with a walk. Mark
Triplett then hit a not-so-hot shot that
Swimley muffed.
A force out and an intentional
walk later, Rettig rolled one to Waltz,
who tossed to Swimly for the force at
second. But the throw to first was not
nearly in time to beat Rettig. In the
meantime, Webb was crossing the
plate for the game-winner.
"I’m surprised they played the
shortstop back," Menges said. "Last
time, Rettig beat out a grounder to
second. It’s awfully hard to double up
a runner like Rettig."

Chew. "She is one of the
top centers in the gamiand very difficult to stop,’
he said. "We’re not exactly
sure how to stop her but
will try to come up with
something."
Oregon is led by forward Alison Lang who averages 19.5 points and 10.2
rebounds a game. Guards
Lauri Tennant and Heather McDuffie round out the
Ducks’ balanced attack
with 10.3 and 9.9 points respectively.
The Spartans next
home game will be Thursday Feb. 16 at 5:15 p.m.
against UOP at the Civic
Auditorium.
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Tonight,
defending
NorPac champion Oregon
State, 4-2 in league, will be
trying to avenge last season’s lone conference loss.
a 66-53 decision in San
Jose. The Beavers, who
have won their last three
games, are led by guard
Julie Coleman, averaging
21.7 points a game.
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Robber sought in San Jose
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The Associated Press
-The "Plaid Shirt Bandit" has
changed his garb since police put out
word that he is wanted for 36 bank
robberies during the last three
months in Los Angeles and San Jose.
But detectives say he is in the
same old business.
The last time he was seen, he was
robbing a bank while wearing a
sweat shirt or sweater and a Montreal Expos baseball cap, detectives
said Tuesday.
He is believed to have held up
four banks in the last week.
But recent accounts of his activities and publication of bank camera

photographs have turned up the
name of a man wanted for questioning, robbery -homicide Detective William Stewart said.
Stewart said police are looking
for Michael Mason Wolke, 38, who is
also wanted for questioning in connection with one bank robbery in San
Jose.
Wolke is a suspect in the Oct. 14,
1983, robbery of the Home Federal
Savings and Loan at 361 North Capitol St. in San Jose, FBI Agent Phil
Crumm said.
Crumm would not comment on
how much was taken from the San
Jose bank.

continued from page 1
mencement. During the first three years of employment,
they will work for a reduced wage, roughly 65% of the
$24,000 normal starting salary. Also during that period,
they will not have portions of the benefit package, Frazier
said.
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The Students Against Nuclear Exchange (SANE.)
will hold a general interest meeting at 12 noon today in the
S.U. Almaden Room.

Carm Grande, president of the Peace Officers Association, remains neutral on the Police Corps idea, and believes it should not be rushed.

Frazier believes that the contract should weed out
any such problems, explaining that students will know
what they’re getting into. Also, collection agencies will

The Ninth Street Designers and Illustrators will have
a meeting at 6 p.m. tonight in the Art Building room 139.
Illustrator Ben Eisestadt is scheduled to speak. For more
information call Melissa Passehl at 266-1407.

The International Students will host their third annual Art Contest for those students with "F" or "J"visas.
Those eligible for the contest may submit paintings.
sculptures, graphic art, photography or any other form of
art. Entry forms are to be filled out in duplicate and
should be submitted to the International Students’ secretary March 19-23 in Administration Building room 201. All
entries will be displayed during International Wetk, Apr:!
2-6.

Martin the Spartan
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Expecting great response upon notice, Frazier also
plans a heavy screening session for interested students.

_
Jim Bricker

The Spartan Daley
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"We’re gonna get a whole lot of qualified applicants,"
he said. "So, we’ll have to skim the cream."

4.4Ctst FLY

Frazier said that it takes about three full years to
make a "well-rounded cop." During that time, most policemen see a wide variety of action and may then decide
to change careers.
"If someone wants to quit after the first three years,
that’s great too," he said. Then, we’ve got someone in private industry who’s had a firsthand look at what’s really
going on."
After completing three years of service, the Police
Corps recruit may then re-enlist with the department,
earning full pay and benefits.

15 OPEN

Isaac Newt

COURTS

Voter registration planned for oil bill
continued from page 1
bly won’t be ready to vote on for some time.
Richards said the group will attempt to mix the issue
with a voter registration drive, which will enable the
CSSA to have more leverage with legislators. He said he
sees some possible support from SJSU.
"I think SJSU has been one of the more progressive
campuses in that area," Richards said.
In the meantime, Coutts said the CSSA’s goal at SJSU
will be to distribute information so students will be in-
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come after students with interest charges on those who
default on their loan.
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The Campus Ministry will hold a noon luncheon from
12 to 1:30 p.m. today in the Campus Ministry Center.
Maggi Scura, anchorwoman for channel it, will be the
guest speaker. Lunch is free and all are welcomed. For
more information contact Norb Firal._ Jer at 298-0204.

Police program to aid students,
increase qualified applicants

"We’re open to anything that will alleviate our problems, but you could have a difficult time forcing someone
to repay you," he said. "What happens if these students
decide they don’t want to be a cop when they get out of college?"

,)S

"He ( the robber) basically made
an oral demand for cash and told the
tellers to lie face down on the floor,"
Crumm said. "Witnesses said he had
a gun. However, pictures taken by
the surveillance camera showed that
a gun was not prominently observable."
The robber was photographed
from the rear as he was leaving the
Home Savings and Loan, Crumm
said.
It was not determined until four
or five days ago that Wolke was a suspect for the robberies.
Staff writer Mork Katches con.
tributed to this story.

Zeta Phi Beta sorority will hold interviews for potential pledges from 6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. tonight in the S.U.
Pacheco Room. For more information and appointments
call Sharon at 275-1120.
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formed on the issue. She said continued attempts to register students would help, and also plans on starting a letter
writing campaign.
"That has a lot of weight," she said.
Although she recognizes the CSSA has a battle on its
hands, Coutts stressed the fact that more information can
only help the group in the long run. She feels SJSU students will react well to the information drive.
"I think students want to get involved. Students are
more concerned now," she said.
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SKI
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Fraternity accused of violations
By Greg Brooks
After being accused ot breaking two recruiting regulations, Sigma Chi fraternity is
now under investigation by the Inter-Fraternity
Council’s Judiciary Committee.

houses. The difference between the two is that
the judiciary committee was created to enforce
the rules of the fraternity community, while the
IFC merely makes recommendations to the
committee.

Glen Gunter, Theta Chi president and rush
chairman, is charging Sigma Chi with using the
book check table in front of the Spartan
Bookstore tor the distribution of literature, and
posing one of its members as a formal rushee.
Both are violations of IFC formal rush rules,
according to Gunter.
"Sigma Chi could be fined or refused participation in this fall’s rush for members," he
said. "On the other hand, the committee might
just slap them on the wrist and tell them not to
do it again. If they do that, fraternities will be
breaking rules all over the place."
IFC and its judiciary committee, consist of
representatives from each of the fraternity

According to IFC President Michael
Schneider ( who is a member of Sigma Chi), the
Sigma Chi member accused of attending a formal rush house tour was never asked to identify
himself, and therefore violated no rules.
"He was an individual member of the fraternity," explained Schneider ."It wasn’t like
he was trying to do something that was sponsored by our house. He didn’t falsely represent
himself because he was never asked if he was in
a fraternity, and they never asked him if he was
going through formal rush. He escorted one of
his friends, who went through formal rush), to
the event. It might’ve been an unethical thing,
but the rules weren’t officially violated."

IFC vice president Bill Baron agreed with
Schneider, and frowned on the accusations.
"It’s bad policy as far as I’m concerned,"
he said. It downgrades the IFC in my personal
opinion. But, there’s no rule stating that they
( Theta Chi) can’t do it."
Don Dushane, assistant dean of administrative services, said the fraternity community
does have rules that are clearly laid out.
"They (the WV) have the knowledge and
ability to govern themselves," Dushane said.
"Of course, they must abide by university
rules. But as far as what they do among themselves, I think their rules are effectively laid
out."
Dushane denied any responsibility toward
making a decision for the council.
" I’m just an adviser," he explained. "Although I do answer some complaints in the fraternity community, the IFC is the governing
body."
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New shuttle bus
continued from page 1
radio the message to the shuttle
driver.
When asked if the additional
calls to the switchboard would
pose any overloading problems,
Russ Lunsford, university police
public information officer said,
"I don’t imagine that we’re going
to have a problem, but until it
happens, we won’t know how
many people (would use the service)."
Schuller said that there are
approximately 275 disabled students on campus. He said that the
number is probably higher because of students who are not
registered with Disabled Serv-

Two books valued at $115 were stolen
from an unlocked coin operated book locker
infront of the Spartan Bookstore at 11:00 a.m.
Monday, Lunsford said.
"Modern Synthetic Reactions" and "Or

Grading policy
tough to compute
continued from page 1
lames Stull, chairman of the School of Business’s Marketing and Quantitative Studies Area. said complaints
are to he expected with new policies.
’We have to see how it goes," Stull said. "We have
to start sometime,"
He said. "We do our grades manually, because we
don’t trust the Office of Records."
Amirdash said the records office is prepared to
implement the new policy by next fall.
John Montgomery. associate director of data organization and management, said the computer system
is capable of calculating only the student’s current semester’s grade point average.
Amirdash said if the computer system was to be
upgraded to record a student’s total semesters’ grade
point average, it would require a more complex and
ntajor change.
Montgomery said such a system is not economically feasible lie added past information of grade records for about 125,000 students per semester would
need lit be programmed into the computer if total university grade point averages were to be calculated.
Although we have the technology to upgrade the
system, there is no place to store such a massive
amount of information, Amirdash said.
Upgrading the system is a matter of school funding, she said. However, she added that upgrading the
system to incorporate total grade point average calculations is not a major priority.
Montgomery added that even if the funds were
available, it would take a three to four year period to
incorporate total grade point average calculations into
the computer system.

game Chemistry" valued at $75 and $40 respectively, were taken, Lunsford said.
The texts belong to SJSU student Sally
Swedberg.
An employee’s car was vandalized in the
Seventh Street parking garage last Thursday
between 7 a.m and 4 p.m.
The automobile belonged to Feliciano
Rivera, professor of Hispanic & MexicanAmerican graduate studies. The car sustained $100 damage.
The antenna was removed and spark
plug wires were pulled from the distributor
cap of the 1971 Ford Galaxy 500, said Lunsford.
There are no suspects.
Campus Crimes is compiled by slap
writer Mark Katches

’Big Ragu’ at SJSU;
star to act in local play
By Cindy Roberts
Eddie Mekka, best
known as Carmine Ragusa
in the television series
"Laverne and Shirley."
will be at SJSU today in
Hugh Gillis Hall. He will
conduct an informal question and answer session in
the Studio Theatre Room
103, from 3:30 to 4:20p.m.
Mekka is in town to appear as Proteus in the San
Jose Civic Light Opera’s
production of "Two Gentlemen of Verona," which
runs Feb. 10 through 19. The
production is a contemporary translation of the
Shakespeare play. The new
version was first done by
Joseph Papp’s New York
Shakespeare Festival. It
mixes the Shakespeare
classic with a rock score
and contemporary styles
and fashions.

cided opera was not for him, and packed his bags for New
York.
In New York, he appeared in a number of Broadway
shows, including "Jumpers" and "The Magic Show." He
received a Tony nomination as best actor for his performance in "The Lieutenant."
Seven years of gymnastic training helped Mekka win
dancing parts when acting roles became scarce.
He toured the country and performed in such popular
musical productions as "Damn Yankees" and "Kiss Mc
Kate."
Fearful of being typecast as just a singer and dancer.
Mekka moved to Hollywood to promote his acting career
He signed with an agent and landed the role of Carmine in
the hit television comedy series "Laverne and Shirley"
starring Cindy Williams and Penny Marshall.

GOLD
JEWELERY

Mekka’s theatrical interest began in high school,
where he received a scholarship to the Boston Conservatory of Music. He de’

ices. Those who use the shuttle
must be registered.
If there is enough of a demand. more busses will be
bought, Schuller said, adding
that a new bus would cost about
$15,000.
The shuttle bus will operate
Monday through Thursday, from
8:30 a.m. to 3:30p.m.
These are the peak hours for
disabled students who attend
SJSU, Schutter said.
More information about the
shuttle service can be obtained at
the Disabled Services open
house, from 2 to 4 p.m., Feb. 14,
at the Disabled Services office in
the South Walquist Library

NECKLACES RINGS
CHARMS EARRINGS
BRACELETS GEMS
DIAMONDS PEARLS

Only 35% over
Wholesale
You’ll rarely find retailers sell jewelry at
a lower price. That’s because their
prices are 200 to 300% over wholesale. In fact, even their "SALES" are
above our daily prices.

At Discount Jewelers, all of our merchandise, including every diamond,
every pearl, and every piece of gold
Bliss mu,11

iewelery is priced only 35% over
wholesale And this is not low quality
merchandise, we sell only the finest
iewelery available.
After all, Discount Jewelers offers a
discount on price not a discount on
quality.

DISCOUNT JEWELERS
5483 Snell Road, San Jose
(408) 281-1555

His numerous television credits include ’Love Boat:
’Fantasy Island,’ and ’Happy Days.’

We stand

/ie
Nancy711,,,,

Diagram of the bus shuttle route for disabled students.

Pacemaker fails,causes collapse
kept over night Monday and Tuesday for testing and observation. Osorio said she will be
receiving a new pace-maser.
She sustained minor bruises from her
fall.
"I don’t remember what happened after I
passed out," she said from her hospital bed.
Trang Dang. a sophomore at SJSU, was
standing outside admissions and records
when Osorio collapsed.
"I was looking the other way and when I
turned I saw her fall," Dang said. "It happened so fast. Just like that, she was on the
ground in front of me."

c4210.i

((Norris
Dailey

[PEH]
- San Carlos Street

Campus Crimes
Eilen Osumi was on her way to the bank
when she began staggering as if the earth
was shaking beneath her. Osorio collapsed in
front o) the SJSU Admissions and Records
Building on San Fernando Street Monday at
5:20 p.m.
University Police requested an ambulance. and she was transported to San Jose
Hospital.
Osorio fell face first and was found by police lying on her back with a swollen lip and
blood in the corners of her mouth, said Russ
Lunsford university police officer.
The 21 -year-old San Jose resident, who is
not a student but will enroll at SJSU in the
summer, was listed in stable condition Tuesday.
Apparently the battery on her heart pacemaker malfunctioned. Osorio said she has
had a history of heart ailments. She has been
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How b make peace withTolstoy.

corrected
In a Page 1 story
Feb. 6, the Daily said
the printing cost of student parking stickers
was $25,000. The correct
cost was $2,500

"How to ace a test
by making a phone call:’
Februaryl4th is the big icst. Show that
(special girl you’re a sensitive, caring guy by
sending the Heart-to-Heart’ Bouquet
Merlin Olsen
from your FTD " Florist. Beautiful flowers
in a decorator tin with a sachet heart. And it’s usually
less than $22.50*
Call or visit your FTD Florist today. Because
Valentine’s Day is one big test you don’t want to flunk.

Send your love with special

care
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BE AN
AIR FORCE
ENGINEER
The Air Force offers unique opportunities for
the electrical engineer not otherwise available.
Discover the challenge of working in a spaceage environment, gaining valuable technical and
managerial experience. Interviews will be held
at San Jose State on February 13, 1984. Sign up
now at the Career Planning and Placement
Center. Your local Air Force officer representa
use is:

TSGT WALT STEPN1TZ
(408) 275-9058
r
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If the academic wars are getting you down, dedare a cease-fire. Take a break
with a rich and chocolatey cup of Suisse Mocha. It’s just one of six deliciously
-- different flavors from General Rxxlsn
International Coffees.
GENERAL FOODS INTERNATIONAL COFFEES,
AS MUCH A FFITING AS A pi AVOR

Available at

Spartan Bookstore

<NM AM MOP

Gonda Foods Cosporodon 1143

